low fields, especially 3D unsteady-flow fields, contain a vast space of information that can be expressed as geometric, temporal, spatial, and derived scalar characteristics. Quantifying global-scale phenomena using these characteristics is essential for understanding qualitative events in a broad set of application domains such as oceanography, climate modeling, and geophysics. In many cases, the phenomena are qualitatively well understood but quantitatively hard to specify in temporal and 3D spaces because the search space is vast and many parameters affect the feature characterization's outcome. For instance, large-and small-scale oceanic eddies differ in their rotational patterns, their temperature depends on oceanic geography, and global oceanic circulation also affect them. Together, these parameters are important to analytical questions such as, what locations will most likely collect contaminated debris from the 2011 Fukushima nuclear power plant accident? For those analytical needs involving large flow fields, domain experts must be able to effectively query data at a high abstraction level and quickly iterate and refine their hypotheses. To meet this goal, we developed a complete analytical system using ocean modeling as a target application. No such system had previously existed for this application domain.
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A key requirement and challenge of extremescale flow datasets is interactive pruning of the problem space. Interactivity might not be a problem for small-scale data, but for large data it requires a focus on parallelism and its relationship to feature extraction. Our system directly couples graphical and procedural characterization of geometric flow features (that is, attributes computed directly from traced field-line geometry) with two highly scalable data-processing and feature extraction components. Its scalability and expressive power let users interactively assess geometric flow features defined in a variable-length window. To our knowledge, this capability is novel. We focus here on geometric flow field features for two reasons. First, traced flow geometry is often orders-of-magnitude smaller than the original scalar flow representation. Second, we can compute many derived geometric characteristics from traced geometry. 1 As we'll demonstrate, geometric features with a variable-length neighborhood size are a powerful means for feature characterization.
A Parallel Pipeline for Geometric Flow Analytics
Users interact with our data analytics system through a remote interface. The back-end system has a component pipeline in which every component is inherently parallel (see Figure 1) . The overall data flow relies on an external simulation to produce time-varying flow fields that are accessed via a parallel file system. For the usage examples and application we describe later, the system uses simulation data that includes velocity components and other scalar values as tuples on a rectilinear grid stored across multiple files for each time step.
A scalable framework supports interactive exploration of feature characteristics in large-scale 3D unsteadyflow datasets. It uses traced field lines to examine neighborhood-based geometric attributes in concert with other scalar quantities. The approach integrates visual analytics methods, letting users procedurally and interactively describe and extract high-level flow features.
We use OSUFlow, a leading flow-tracing package developed at Ohio State University, to generate field lines. 2 The default OSUFlow configuration densely seeds the flow field with uniform distribution in the spatial and temporal domains. We let users control the seeding density. OSUFlow then computes flow tracing in parallel. Other than seeding, our system is oblivious to whether the flow is steady or unsteady and how the flow tracing is computed. For this reason, our system uses field lines to represent both path lines for unsteady flows and stream lines for steady flow. However, all the test datasets used in this article are unsteady 3D flow fields, and all the geometric features are computed from path lines.
With field lines as the geometry, our system implements scalar merging to interpolate scalar values so that scalar characteristics (such as salinity and temperature values) are associated with each field-line point.
These preliminary steps transform the analytics problem into a completely data-parallel problem that lets us easily parallelize data querying. We use the Scalable Query Interface (SQI) to support parallel querying. 3 Users construct queries procedurally with a remote interface and send them to the back-end querying system; the interface renders queried data interactively. Users iteratively refine the feature description and extract the data during exploration. They can store the resulting feature specifications in a concise format and use the results to share the feature or extract it again for other parallel analysis.
Scalable Geometry Processing
The sheer volume of flow datasets presents a challenge for visualization. 4 In the context of our application, the geometry processing-that is, the field-line tracing and scalar merging-deals with the entire simulated flow dataset. To alleviate the data-intensive nature of this step, we use methods to scale the geometry processing to today's largest architectures. Here, we summarize how our system uses OSUFlow for geometry processing; details such as particle-termination criteria and integration techniques are available elsewhere. 2 We treat OSUFlow as a black box that users interact with primarily by seeding the flow traces. OSUFlow operates in a distributed-memory environment, in which nodes must explicitly pass data to one another using the message-passing model. OSUFlow also traces time-varying field lines out of core, loading only the time span necessary during particle tracing.
The dataset must be normalized such that the unit measuring the physical space's velocity matches the temporal-and spatial-grid scales. OSUFlow assumes this has been done. On startup, OSUFlow partitions the dataset into 4D blocks and assigns them round-robin to processes. For better load balancing, it partitions the dataset at a fine granularity and assigns eight blocks per process. Then it sends the partition to the block I/O layer (BIL), a highperformance parallel I/O library that operates on multivariable datasets stored across many files. 5 BIL uses up to 90 percent of the available bandwidth on modern parallel file systems. 5 In the application examples we present later, BIL reads 4D blocks spread across multiple files in the NetCDF format.
After BIL reads the data, OSUFlow randomly places particles in a uniform distribution according to a user-specified density. It then integrates the flow field using a fourth-order, adaptive-stepsize Runge-Kutta integration kernel. OSUFlow transfers particles that exit a block's subdomain to a communication queue. Processes synchronize during tracing and send outlying particles to the owner of the proper subdomain. Particles progress at the same speed through time. This behavior allows OSUFlow to fetch time steps during tracing and to stream datasets that can't entirely fit in memory. After particle tracing, the partial fieldline traces reside across the processes. We stitch the partial field lines together by using the parallel sample-sorting algorithm to sort the geometry while keeping it distributed across processes.
The system then proceeds to merge other useful scalar attributes with the resulting geometry. To perform the scalar merging, we first assign a block of data to each process and then use BIL to read all the associated scalar values in parallel. Next, we read the computed geometry in parallel and send the field-line vertices to the processes containing their bounding block of scalar data. Depending on the data, the scalar merging either computes attributes (such as flow divergence and vorticity) or interpolates attributes (such as temperature and salinity variables). We then take the resulting points (which are now u, v, w, scalar1, scalar2, ... tuples) and store them in their original geometric ordering. Our implementation of scalar merging assumes that all the data can be held in memory. However, an implementation that uses out-of-core data streaming can overcome this restriction.
Feature Specification
Our feature set consists of the following three quantities.
Dimensional Values
These values define each field-line point in x, y, z, t tuples that let users relate this information to the feature of interest. For example, applications would need this information to extract turbulentflow regions that progress downward in the z direction through time.
Scalar Quantities
These quantities define each field-line point in scalar properties that are useful for analyses. For the ocean and atmospheric examples in this article, these quantities include temperature, pressure, salinity, CO2, and other properties that relate stream-line geometry to a feature of interest. Furthermore, we can compute other derived quantities from the scalar fields, such as flow divergence and vorticity. These quantities support more expressive feature characterization-for example, letting users extract field lines that travel through areas of high-pressure and high-temperature gradients.
Neighborhood-Based Geometric Quantities
These quantities, the heart of our feature specification, are computed from various geometric properties for each field-line point. A variable-sized neighborhood is a meaningful parameter for defining transient and long-term flow features. Furthermore, because these variables depend on only the field-line data, our system can compute them on the fly. The neighborhood-based geometric attributes we explore are angle of turn and residence.
Angle of turn. We patterned our angle-of-turn use after a winding angle, which researchers have computed along the field line and used to find swirling patterns such as vortex cores. 6, 7 It's similar to computing the curvature along the field line. 1, 7 For finer granularity, we use a variable-length window along the field line and compute the angle of turn at each vertex. Figure 2a illustrates this. Given a point R and a neighborhood radius of 1, we move one arc length to the right to get point S and one arc length to the left to get point Q. We compute the angle of turn by subtracting the angle formed by RS and RQ from 180 degrees. Similarly, we can use a neighborhood radius of 2 to compute the angle of turn over a longer length. Using combinations of various neighborhood sizes offers intuitive methods for describing field lines with swirling characteristics or field lines that stay straight or make abrupt transitions.
Residence. This attribute describes the residence length and residence time of the field line at each of its vertices. Figure 2b shows a 2D example. Given a vertex R, we create a box around it and measure the field line's total arc length from the right and left of R until it exits the box. We compute the residence time by taking the summation of every segment's arc length in the box and dividing it by the average velocity magnitude of the two points on each segment. The residence length and time provide an interesting span space. High length and low time indicate fast swirling areas, whereas high length and high time indicate slower swirling areas. Low length and high time are useful for viewing field lines moving toward a critical point, whereas low length and low time indicate fast, relatively straight field lines. As with the angle of turn, we can compute these attributes at varying neighborhood sizes to assess small-and large-scale phenomena.
Feature Characterization
A variety of research projects have used procedural feature characterization for scalar datasets. The example closest to our approach is SimVis, 8 which uses a feature definition language to apply logical operations to ranges of scalars. Another related approach uses set operations to combine and compare queried volumes procedurally. 9 We use a similar concept called query trees; they contain queries as leaves and various logical operations (such as ¬, ∧, ∨, and ⊕) at the tree nodes. The queries themselves are Boolean range queries that users can restrict for any dataset attribute, whether it's spatial, temporal, scalar, or geometric. Unlike scalar-based methods such as those in SimVis, our queries operate on individual vertices and return the entire field-line geometry when a userspecified threshold of field-line vertices matches the given query. Figure 3 shows an example query tree. The leftmost node issues a query for field lines with an angle of turn (within a neighborhood size of four) greater than 20 degrees for at least 75 percent of the vertices on the field line. The other two queries specify field lines with a temperature lower than 50 degrees for at least five vertices in the first five time steps, and a temperate higher than 50 degrees for at least five vertices in the last five time steps.
The logical and of all the queried data returns field lines that mostly rotate while starting cool and then finishing warm.
Query trees present a degree of freedom that supports specification of concepts such as "field lines that stay straight for half of their existence and exhibit swirling patterns for at least 10 percent of their continuation." Similarly, they allow flexibility in relating field-line geometry to scalar, spatial, and temporal quantities. We provide more examples of such concept types later.
Parallel Feature Extraction and Visualization
Because our large-scale querying system uses SQI, 3 query trees integrate smoothly into the parallel pipeline. The querying system first assigns and reads field-line data in parallel using MPI_File_ read_all. Once the system has read the data, it shuffles the field lines among processes for better load balancing during queries. SQI then builds a distributed search structure on top of the vertices to extract relevant query data.
After building the search structure, we must maintain additional data structures to help process queries. During queries, a count array maintains the number of vertices that matched the query for each field line. A bit is set in a bit field for each field line having the user-specified threshold of vertices matching the query. This bit field is maintained during recursive processing of the query tree and combined with other bit fields at the nodes during logical operations. The final bit field at the tree's root describes all field lines that matched the query.
Users can limit the number of field lines that the querying system returns. This is useful for creating clutter-free visualizations and overviews of the flow field. Because we originally distribute the field lines randomly, each process returns up to F/P randomly chosen field lines from their local results, where F is the limit set by the user and P is the number of processes. Although this method doesn't always exactly adhere to the set limit, it does provide a fast approximation that avoids unnecessary communication. Once this step is complete, the system gathers the resulting field lines to the root process and streams them to the interface in packed messages. 
Representative Usage Examples
Usage examples from two small-scale datasets demonstrate our approach's flexibility. The first dataset is a tornado simulation stored as floatingpoint u, v, w tuples on a 128 × 128 × 128 grid across 50 time steps. Roger Crawfis at Ohio State University provided this dataset.
The second is a subset of the GEOS-5 atmosphericmodeling dataset, provided by Leslie Ott at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. The subset simulates atmospheric wind fields (floating-point u, v, w tuples) in daily intervals for 2000 and 2001 on a 288 × 181 × 72 curvilinear grid. It includes eight parameter runs, which start the meteorology with different initial parameters. The different runs are useful for studying the sensitivity and convergence of conditions over time.
The parameters used in queries are specific to the dataset, and the measurement units for the geometric queries are based on the grid-spacing and velocity magnitudes. This means, for example, that a residence time of 120 could represent a "low" time for the tornado dataset but have a different meaning in other datasets. Also, when using the term "neighborhood size" for geometric attributes, we're talking specifically about the radius of either the arc length (for angle of turn) or the box (for residence) in grid units.
Neighborhood-Based Geometric Features
We use the tornado dataset to show how to extract features using neighborhood-based geometric characteristics.
To view the areas of fast and relatively straight flow, we issued a query for field lines with low residence times (<120) in a neighborhood size of 4 for at least 5 percent of their vertices. Figure  4a presents the results. The visualization shows the field lines around the tornado's core that have high velocities. Time modulates the width of lines, which also show the clockwise tornado's rotation. The velocity magnitude modulates the color; the funnel's faster inner parts are purple and its outer parts, which have lost speed, are blue. To view the tornado's core and vortical regions, we issued a query for field lines with high angles of turn (>25 degrees) in a neighborhood size of 2 for at least 25 percent of their vertices. We also queried the dataset to provide context information, restricting the result to 200 random field lines to avoid visual clutter. Figure 4b , the resulting visualization, shows the core with a summary of the surrounding field lines. The core moves upward from earlier time steps (blue) to later time steps (purple). The core structure's width is modulated by the velocity's magnitude, showing decreased velocity when the flow reaches the tornado's top. Figure 4c shows a snapshot of the vortex core we extracted from one time step of the dataset, using a region-growth algorithm that segments vortex core areas. 10 As expected, the queried vortical area closely matches the extracted core line. This suggests that the angle of turn could be a viable feature in vortice detection, but further study is needed to confirm this.
Dimension-Based Features
We use the GEOS-5 atmospheric-modeling dataset to illustrate how our approach relates dimensional and scalar values to flow features of interest. First, we examined the flow-field patterns directly after the March 2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster. As we mentioned before, our dataset is for 2000 and 2001, but the patterns stay relatively similar from year to year. We issued a query for field lines starting in the lower atmospheric layers in March 2000. Figure 5a shows a rendering from one parameter run. Blue field lines represent days 1 to 3, yellow indicates days 3 to 5, and green indicates days 5 to 7. The visualization verifies real-world events, such as low-level radioactive particles reaching the US within seven days of the disaster.
We also examined the variability of different parameter runs in the GEOS-5 dataset. According to our atmospheric scientists, Cape Grim, Tasmania, is an area of high variability among the GEOS-5 model's parameter runs. We examined the flow's incoming variability by issuing a query for field lines across all eight parameter runs that flow directly into Cape Grim. Figure 5b shows the field lines flowing into Cape Grim in May 2000 with a three-month lead time. The eight colors represent the eight runs. Big differences appear in the black, magenta, and light-blue field lines, which arrive from the strong westerly winds. The other runs appear to be driven downward by a large vortex near Cape Grim, which could be a main factor driving the large variability among the runs.
Large-Scale Oceanic Feature Quantification
An application to visualize flow features from the Parallel Ocean Program (POP) drove our system design. POP is a high-resolution eddy-resolving ocean circulation model that started with observational analysis and represents the general circulation well. 11 To allow inclusion of the Arctic Ocean, the POP model employs a displaced tripole grid. The grid is 2.5D and has 40 layers of u and v velocity components at a 3,600 × 2,400 resolution that spans monthly from February 2001 to September 2003. Along with the u and v components, POP generates salinity and temperature variables. The dataset is 165 Gbytes.
We conducted our analyses on Argonne National Laboratory's Intrepid, a Blue Gene/P supercomputer. Intrepid contains 40,960 nodes of quad-core 850-MHz IBM PowerPC processors. We streamed the results over the Internet and rendered the resulting field lines interactively using an Nvidia Quadro FX 3800 graphics card. All the authors are computer scientists, so the results are meant solely for evaluating an analytical technique and shouldn't be considered significant for oceanography. (For a look at related research, see the sidebar.)
Exploring Eddies and Major Currents
Before exploring the POP dataset, we traced roughly two million field lines to capture the entire flow field. Although we didn't use vorticity, divergence, velocity magnitude, and gradient magnitude in our primary examples, we computed them for our tests. We also stored the salinity and temperature variables from the dataset with the field-line geometry. The stored data was roughly 3 Gbytes, significantly smaller than the original 165 Gbytes. Once we loaded the data into memory, we computed the angle of turn, residence time, and residence length at neighborhood sizes with radii from 1 to 128 in powers of 2. The data's in-memory footprint was roughly 10 Gbytes.
First, we aimed to quantify the major ocean currents. We examined the ocean areas that exhibited swift and relatively straight movement. Specifically, we queried for field lines with a low residence time (<10) with a neighborhood size of 8 for all their vertices. Figure 6 presents a summary visualization of 10,000 randomly sampled field lines from this query, colored by shallow (blue) to deeper (yellow) areas. Major currents in this figure include the equatorial currents, which travel almost perfectly horizontally, and the Antarctic circumpolar current, which is the dominant current in the southern hemisphere. The Gulf Stream is also highly recognizable, bordering the US continental shelf and flowing toward Europe. Smaller currents include the Alaskan current; the Labrador current, which flows between Greenland and Canada; and the Beaufort Gyre, a shallow, wind-driven current in the Arctic Ocean.
The major currents considerably affect various small-scale ocean phenomena. A primary benefit of simulating ocean currents at such high resolution is the ability to resolve smaller high-turbulence areas such as eddies. Eddies can range from centimeters to hundreds of kilometers in diameter and can persist from days to many months. We examined various long-term eddies by querying for field lines with a high residence length (>125) in a neighborhood size of 4 for at least 50 percent of their vertices. Figure 7 shows a global visualization of 10,000 randomly sampled field lines, with shallow eddies in blue and deeper eddies in yellow. The main areas with these characteristics are close to the shorelines where major currents usually flow, creating turbulent activity.
Eddies have interesting properties that we observed in more detail. At the bottom of Figure  7 , we zoomed into a portion of the Weddell Sea, where eddy activity has attracted attention. The center image at the bottom of Figure 7 shows the current's relatively straight areas, obtained by querying for field lines with a low angle of turn (<25 degrees) in a neighborhood size of 4 for at least 50 percent of their vertices. The color is modulated by temperature from colder (blue) to warmer (yellow); the line width is modulated by salinity.
Higher salinity and a warmer current appear to be driving turbulent activity close to the Antarctic F rits Post and his colleagues surveyed flow feature extraction methods in 2003. 1 In the framework set up by that survey, many researchers had studied vortex extraction, but we didn't find previous research that, like ours, characterized qualitative events such as major ocean currents. The most relevant and recent research is a point-based method in which Sean Williams and his colleagues extracted 2D eddies using each spatial location's vorticity and strain. 2 Our method is curve-based. According to Ari Sadarjoen and his colleagues, curve-based methods are invariant to the vortex's rotational speed and hence often more useful in the general detection of vortices. coast. We zoomed in on this area of turbulent activity and again queried for field lines with a low angle of turn, but this time for only 10 percent of their vertices. The eddies appear to be cold-core eddies, which have centers cooler than the surrounding flow. Cold-core eddies are cyclonic; they rotate clockwise in the southern hemisphere and counterclockwise in the northern hemisphere. We verified this by examining the eddy centers and querying for field lines with a very high residence length (>200) with a neighborhood size of 8 for at least 20 percent of their vertices. The returned field lines are white; their widths are modulated by time to show the eddies' clockwise rotation.
We carried out a similar experiment for the Arctic Ocean, another widely studied area for eddy activity. 12 The results (see the top of Figure 7 ) show cold-core eddy activity resulting from a higher temperature flow from above. As with the eddies in the Weddell Sea, we extracted a core region of the major eddy to show its cyclonic nature. These cold-core eddies are in the northern Hemisphere, so they rotate counterclockwise. Table 1 provides the timing results. The field-linetracing and scalar-merging columns represent the one-time step that generates the field-line geometry and merges the scalar quantities with it. At 1,024 processes, we could trace roughly two million field lines through the entire ocean dataset in 36 seconds. This number includes the time spent reading the dataset and writing the field-line geometry. Scalar merging took about twice as long, primarily because it read in additional salinity and temperature quantities from the dataset. Overall, the efficient I/O methods resulted in a reasonable preprocessing overhead for even a dataset of hundreds of gigabytes.
Timing Results
The startup and geometric-attributes columns represent the one-time overhead associated with starting our application. The startup times include I/O overhead and the time to load-balance the data and build the necessary querying data structures. The geometric-attributes column represents the time to precompute all the field lines' geometric attributes. Both steps showed high scalability. At 1,024 cores, users could recompute an entirely new and extensive feature space in under a second.
The query and network latency columns represent the average time for querying and the network latency associated with sending the results from the global ocean queries in Figures 6 and 7 . The querying times were highly scalable, obtaining an average time of 0.034 seconds at 1,024 processes for our largest global ocean queries. The network latency actually became the bottleneck at larger scales, which resulted in less scalability for feature extraction's overall latency. The overall latency times between submitting a query and obtaining the first parts of the result, however, were very interactive.
T he power of parallel processing is necessary not just for processing large data but also for exploring very large feature spaces. We believe using geometric flow features can complement other 
